Go with the Flow Pillow

Finished size: 28" x 15"

Materials Needed
Fabric A (Pillow Center) - h yard
One 14h" x 15h" piece
Fabric B (Striped Border) - g yard
Two 5h" X 15h" pieces
Fabric C (Outside Border & Backing) - l yard
One 15h" x 25h" piece (backing)
One 15h" x 10h" piece (backing)
Two 2h" x 15h" pieces
Two Decorative Yarns - 2g yards of each
Assorted Buttons
Temporary Adhesive Spray
Pillow Form Fabric - m yard
Two 28h" x 15h" pieces
Polyester Fiberfill

Getting Started
An easily pieced pillow top makes the backdrop for
free form yarn design and buttons. The backing has an
opening close to the side so a pillow form can be easily
inserted.

Making the Pillow
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1. Arrange and sew two 2h" x 15h" Fabric C pieces,
two 5h" x 15 h" Fabric B pieces, and 14h" x 15h"
Fabric A piece together as shown at right. Press.
2. Place pillow top right side up on a flat surface. Spray
center of pillow (Fabric A) with temporary adhesive
spray. Referring to photo, arrange yarns and buttons
on fabric. Apply gentle pressure to yarn to lightly
secure in place. Mark positions of buttons.
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3. Refer to Couching Technique below and couch
yarns. Arrange and sew on buttons.
4. Make a narrow hem on backing pieces. Fold
one15h" edge of 15h" x 25h" backing fabric under g" to wrong side. Press. Fold under g" again
to wrong side and press. Stitch along folded edge.
Repeat with one 15h" edge of 15h" x 10h" backing piece.
5. With right sides up, lay one backing piece over
second piece so hemmed edges overlap and backing measures 28h" x 15h". Baste backing pieces
together as shown.
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6. With right sides together, position and pin pillow
top to backing. Using g"-wide seam, sew around
edges. Trim corners, turn, and press.
7. Refer to Pillow Forms and use two
28h" x 15h" pieces of fabric to make pillow
form. Insert pillow form.

Couching Technique
Couching is a method of attaching a
textured yarn, cord, or fiber to fabric for
decorative purposes. Use an open-toe
embroidery foot, couching foot, or a zigzag
presser foot and matching or monofilament
thread. Sew with a long zigzag stitch just barely
wider than the cord or yarn. Stabilizer on the
wrong side of fabric is recommended. Place the
yarn, cord, or fiber on right side of fabric and
zigzag to attach as shown. A hand-stitch can be
used if desired.

Couching
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